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Abstract 
Let R(r,m) be the rth order Reed-Muller code of length 2", and let R(r,m)/R(r - 1,m) 
be the set of all eosets of R(r-  1,m) in R(r,m). The general inear group GL(m,2) acts on 
R(r,m)/R(r- 1,m). We compute the numbers of the GL(m,2)-orbits ofR(r,m)/R(r- 1,m) for 
6 ~< m ~< 11. This is done through a formula for the size of the centralizer of a matrix in GL(m, 2) 
and the observation that any A E GL(m,2) acts on R(r,m)/R(r- l,m) as a linear isomorphism 
whose matrix with respect to the basis {l--LEsXi +R(r -  1,m) :SC{1 ..... m},[S I = r} of 
R(r, m)/R(r- 1, m) is the rth compound of A. We then classify R(3, 6)/R(2, 6) and R(3, 7)/R(2, 7 ). 
The implication of these classifications concerning the covering properties of R(2,6) and R(2, 7) 
is also given. 
1. Introduction 
Let R(r,m) be the rth order Reed-Muller code of length 2". The general affine 
group GA(m,2) is an automorphism group of R(r,m), and is the full automorphism 
group when 1 ~r<<.m-2 [15]. For m>>-r > s>~ - 1, let R(r,m)/R(s,m) be the quotient 
space consisting of all cosets of R(s,m) in R(r,m). GA(m,2) acts on R(r,m)/R(s,m) 
naturally. Cosets of R(s,m) in the same GA(m,2)-orbit of R(m,m)/R(s,m) are said 
to be GA(m, 2)-equivalent. GA(m, 2)-equivalent cosets of R(s, m) have identical cod- 
ing theoretical propertities (e.g., weight distribution). An important opic in coding 
theory is to determine the covering radius of R(s,m), which is the largest minimal 
weight attained by a coset of R(s,m) [4,7]. In this paper, we concentrate on R(r,m)/ 
R ( r -  l ,m), since existing results indicate that the largest minimal weight of  a coset 
of R(r -  1,m) is usually attained by an element in R(r,m)/R(r- 1,m) ([2,8,11-14]).  
On R(r,m)/R(r - 1,m), the action of GA(m,2) is reduced to the action of the gen- 
eral linear group GL(m, 2), since translations leave every element of R(r, m)/R(r-1, m) 
fixed. Thus our goal is to classify R(r, m)/R(r- 1, m) under the action of GL(m, 2). Our 
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approach is to first determine the number of the GL(m,2)-orbits in R(r, m)/R(r- 1,m) 
using Burnside's Lemma. Elements of conjugacy classes of GL(m,2) are classified 
by their elementary divisors, sizes of conjugacy classes computed by finding sizes 
of centralizers, and number of fixed points per conjugacy class computed by find- 
ing the rank of an appropriate matrix. With computer assistance, calculations can be 
made explicit for some ranges of r and m. Once the number of GL-orbits in R(r,m)/ 
R ( r -  l,m), say n, is determined, classifying R(r,m)/R(r- 1,m) becomes finding n 
GL(m, 2)-nonequivalent elements in R(r, m)/R(r- 1, m). This is feasible when n is not 
too large. 
Section 2 contains some background about the Reed-Muller codes. Let A be any 
m × m matrix over GF(q), and let Cent~L(m,q)(A) : {P E GL(m,q):PAP -1 = A} 
be the centralizer of A in GL(m,q). A formula for [CentrL(,,,q)(A)[ was given in [6]. 
(See [10] for its proof.) In Section 3, we rediscover the formula in two new ver- 
sions using Mrbius inversion. In Section 4, we see that any A E GL(m,2) acts on 
R(r,m)/R(r- 1,m) as a linear isomorphism whose matrix with respect o the standard 
basis {~i~sXi + R(r - 1,m): S C{1 . . . . .  m}, IS[ = r} of R(r,m)/R(r - l ,m) is the rth 
compound of A. A duality theorem about compound matrices implies the equivalence 
of the classification of R(r,m)/R(r- 1,m) and that of R(m-  r,m)/R(m- r -  1,m). 
In Section 5, we compute the numbers of the GL(m,2)-orbits of R(r,m)/R(r- 1,m) 
for 6 ~<m ~< 11, using one of the formulas of Section 3 and the observation of Sec- 
tion 4. In the two smallest non-trivial cases, we see that R(3, 6)/R(2,6) has 6 orbits 
and R(3,7)/R(2,7) has 12 orbits. Section 6 classifies R(3,6)/R(2,6). The weight dis- 
tributions of the 6 representatives are calculated, and so are their orbit sizes. Section 7 
discusses ome properties of the GL(m,2)-action on R(r,m)/R(r- 1,m), and gives an 
invariant of R(r,m)/R(r- 1,m) under the action of GL(m,2). Using the properties 
and the invariant in Section 7, we are able to find 12 GL(7,2)-nonequivalent lements 
in R(3, 7)/R(2, 7) in Section 8. They are the classification of R(3, 7)/R(2, 7). We also 
determine the minimal weights of these 12 cosets. 
2. The Reed-Muller codes 
For m~>0, let GF(2)[X1 . . . . .  Xm] be the polynomial ring and let 
~m : GF(2 )[X1 ..... Xm]/ IX2~ -- X 1 . . . . .  X2m - Xm) (2.1) 
be the quotient ring. Elements of ~m can be uniquely represented as polynomials 
in GF(2)[X1 ..... Xm] in which each X/ has degree at most 1. Hence the notion of 
degree is meaningful in ~m- ~m is a 2m-dimensional lgebra over GF(2). Choose lv 
(v E GF(2) m) as the distinguished ordered basis for ~m, where 
l v=(X l+Vl+ l ) ' " (Xm+vm+l) ,  fo r  v = (I)1 . . . . .  Vm) EGF(2)  m . (2.2) 
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(1,. is characterized by Iv(v) = 1 and Iv(u) = 0 for v ¢ u E GF(2)m.) The Hamming 
weight [ [ on ~m is defined as 
Z xvl~, = the number of nonzero xv's. (2.3) 
vEGF(2) m 
For O<<.r<<,m, the rth order Reed-Muller code R(r,m) of length 2 m is 
R(r,m) = {F E ~m : degF <~r} C ~m. (2.4) 
(We usually define R( -1 ,m)= {0} C~m.) 
The general affine group GA(m,2) acts on 2,,  as follows. For any F(X) E ~m (X = 
(X1 .. . . .  Xm)), and for any a E GA(m,2) given by 
v ~=vA4-c, vEGF(2) m, (2.5) 
where A E GL(m,2), c E GF(2) m, the action of a on F(X) is 
a(F(X)) = F(XA + c). (2.6) 
a is an automorphism of the algebra ~m and permutes the distinguished ordered basis 
lv (v E GF(2)'~). (One can easily see that a(lv) = l~-,(v).) GA(m,2) is an auto- 
morphism group of R(r,m). (An automorphism of R(r,m) is a linear isomorphism of 
~m which permutes the basis 1~, (v E GF(2) m) and maps R(r,m) onto R(r,m).) When 
1 <~r<~m-2, GA(m,2) is the full automorphism ofR(r,m) [15]. GA(m,2) acts naturally 
on R(r,m)/R(r- 1,m). As noted in Section 1, to study this action, one only has to 
consider the action of GL(m,2) < GA(m,2) on R(r,m)/R(r - 1,m). 
Trivially, R(1,m)/R(O,m) has two GL(m,2)-orbits with representatives 0 + R(O,m) 
and X1 + R(0, m). R(2, m)/R(1, m) has Lm/2J + 1 GL(m, 2)-orbits with representatives 
.~ ,X  2 -~- X3X 4 4 - ' ' '  4- X2 i _ lX2 i -~-  R(1,m), O~<i~< L2J" (2.7) 
This can be seen from [5, pp. 197-199] or from the following arguments. 
Let 5 P be the set of all m × m symmetric matrices over GF(2) whose main diagonal 
entries are 0. There is a bijection ~p :R(2,m)/R(1,m) ~ ~: 
Z aijXiXj + R(1, m) 
l <~i<j<~m 
0 a12 • • • a l .m- I  a im 1 
a12 0 " " • a2. m- I  a2m 
a l ,m- I  a2, m- I  • • . 0 am l,m _ 
aim a2m "'" arn-l,m 0 
(2.8) 
Lemma2.1. Let f ,g  E R(2,m)/R(1,m), P E GL(m,2). Then P( f )  = g iff 
pq~(f )pT = q~(g). 
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ProoL Let X = (Xl  . . . . .  Xm),  and 
f=x  
0 a12 "'" al,m-I aim [ 
0 • " • a2,m- 1 a2m 




0 b12 "'" b l ,m- I  blm 
0 "'" bz, m-I  b2m 
g=X ".. " " 
0 bm-l ,m 
0 
P ( f )  = XP  
a12 ' ' '  al.m-1 aim 
0 • • • a2,m- 1 a2m 
".. : : 
0 am-l ,m 
0 
Hence P( f )  = g ¢:> 
X T + R(1,m). 
pTxT  + R(1,m). 
[Oa12am a ml[O2bm b m] 
0 • • • a2.m-I  a2m 0 " " " bzm- I  b2m 
p . . .  . • pT  + . . .  • . 
0 ami l ,  m 0 bmi l ,  m 
is symmetric ~ p~p( f )pT  = q~(g). [] 
Lemma 2.2. For  any  .4 E 5P - -  w i th  rank(A) = 2i (rank(A) must  be even) ,  there  is 
a P C GL(m,2)  such  that  







° .  
2i. 
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Proof. Omitted• (One can see [8, Lemma 2.1]•) [] 
It follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that (2.7) are representatives of the GL(m, 2)- 
orbits in R(2, m)/R( 1, m). 
3. The centralizer of a matrix in GL(m,  2) 
Let  Mm×m be the set of all m × m matrices over GF(2). For any A C Mm×m, let 
CentMm×~(A) = {B E Mmxm : BA = AB}, (3.1) 
CentcLt,~.2)(A) = {P E GL(m,2)  : PAP -1 = A} = CentM~×,o(A) N GL(m, 2). (3.2) 
If  A has invariant factors of degrees ml >~m2~ >. . '  >~ms~ > 1, the Frobenius Theorem 
[18, p. 105] tells 
S 
dim(CentMm×m(A)) = Z(2 i  - 1 )mi. (3.3) 
i=1 
For any f = xn + an_ix n-1 +. . .  + ao E GF(2)[x] (n>~l), let 
-an - I  1 0 . . .  0 
-an -2  0 1 "." 0 
-a t  0 0 . . .  1 
-ao  0 0 . . .  0 
M( f )  = (3.4) 
then CentMm×m(A) has an explicit description [17, p. 184]: 
CentM~×~(A) = {[Am'-lxl,Amt-2Xl . . . . .  X l ; . . .  ;Am~-lxs,Am'-2Xs . . . . .  Xs] : 
xi E GF(2) m, di(A)xi = 0, 1 <<,i<~s}. (3.6) 
We will determine the size of CentGL(m,2)(A) where A is in (3.5). We define the 
sets X1, Y'2(xl ) . . . . .  ~r~(xl . . . . .  xs-l ) inductively as follows, where xi C ~Yi(xl . . . . .  xi_ l), 
1 <~i<~s- 1. First, let 
Wl = {Y E GF(2)  m : d l (A )y  = 0, rank[Am'-ly . . . . .  y] = ml}. (3.7) 
M(ds)  
(3.5) 
If A E Mm×m is in the rational canonical form with invariant factors ds ld~-~l ' "  ]dl, 
(deg(di) = mi), i.e., 
- M(d l  ) 
A= 
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Suppose Y'l, 372(xl ). . . . .  Wi(x~ . . . . .  x i - j )  have been defined for X l E Y'l, x2 E Y'2 (Xl) . . . . .  
xi-1 C f i - l (X l  . . . . .  xi-z). Then for xi E ~i(Xl . . . . .  xi-1), define 
3~i+l(Xl . . . . .  xi) = {y E GF(2) m : di+l(A)y = O, 
rank[Am~-lXl, _ . . Am, - - | _  ~ . Ami+l - - I  . . . .  .tl . . . . .  ~ ~i,-.. ,.~i,,~ Y . . . . .  y] 
=ml  +'"  + mi+l}. (3.8) 
Later, we will see that 
Ni = [3{'i(Xl . . . . .  Xi-l)[ ( l~<i~<s) ,  (3 .9 )  
is independent of xl . . . . .  xi-l.  Hence 
]CentGL(m, ~)(A )1 = Nl . . .  N,. (3.10) 
Let 
U =the set of all monic polynomials in GF(2)[x]--GF(2)[x] \ {0}. (3.1l) 
For any f ,g  E U, we say f<~g if f[g. (U, ~<) is a partially ordered set. We fix an 
arbitrary i such that 1 <.i<~s and some arbitrary xl E Y'1 . . . . .  xi-i E Yfi-~(xl . . . . .  xi-2). 
Now we try to determine [Xi(Xl . . . . .  xi-l) l .  For any g E U with g<<.di, let 
,,U <<(g) = {y E GF(2) m : g(A)y = f l(A)xl +""  + f i- l(A)Xi-l,  
for some f j  C GF(2)[x] such that f j  = 0 or degf j  < mj 
aj 
and -d~glf/, 1 <~j<~i - 1}, (3.12) 
I 
~P=(g) = {Y E ~f~(g)  : y ft .A/~(h) for all h E U, h < g}. (3.13) 
One can easily see that for h,g E U with h,g<~di, JV<~(h)AJV'<~(g) = JV'<~((h,g)). 
Hence 
~V<(g) = Uh~<gJV=(h). (3.14) 
Therefore 
lY~(O)I  = ~ lY=(h) l .  (3.15) 
h<~g 
By the M6bius inversion [1], 
IJf'=(g)l = ZP  (g ) [~f .<(h) l  ' (3.16) 
h~<g 
where p is the M6bius function of the partially ordered set (U, ~< ), and is given by 
( -1)k ,  if f is a product of k distinct irreducible 
polynomials in GF(2)[x]; (3.17) 
/~(f) = 0, if the square of an irreducible polynomial 
in GF(2)[x] divides f .  
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Lemma 3.1. f i(xl . . . . .  x,_l ) : ,A/'-(di).  
Proof. First assume y E ~i(xl . . . . .  X i _  I ). Then di(A)y = 0 :- O.xl + . . -+0.x , - i ,  where 
(d//d;).d;]O, 1 <~j<~i- l .  Hence y E ,U<(di) .  I f y  E ,:+'<(h) for some h E U, h <d i ,  
then h(A)y = f j (A )x l  + . . .  + f i - t (A )x i - i  for some f~ E GF(2)[x] such that f i  = 0 
or degf /  < m j, l~<j~<i - l .  Then 
rank[Am'-lXl . . . . .  Xl;. . .  ;A'n;- '- lxi- i  . . . . .  Xi-l;Am;-l y . . . . .  y] < ml + ""  + mi, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, y ~/A:<(h)  for all h E U, h < di. So, y E .A::(di). 
Next, assume y E Y : (d i ) .  Then di(A)y = f l (A)x l  + ""  + f i - l (A)x i -1  for some 
f j E G F ( 2 )[ x ] such that ( a j / a i )a i = d j ] f j, 1 ~ j <~ i -1 .  Hence f / ( A )X i = 0 (1 <<, j <~ i - 
1), and di(A)y = 0. Now assume to the contrary that y q[ ,Ti(xl . . . . .  xi-1). Then we 
must have 
rank[Am'-lxl . . . . .  x l ; . . . ;A  m' ~-lXi-1 . . . . .  xi-I;A'n;-l y . . . . .  y] < ml + ' "  + mi, 
i.e., there are gt . . . . .  gi-1 E GF(2)[x] and 0 ~ h E GF(2)[x], degh < mi such that 
h(A)y = gl(A)xt + . . .  + g i - l (A )x i - I .  (3.18) 
Let h t = (h, di), the g.c.d, of h and di. Then h t < di. There are a,b E GF(2)[x] such 
that ah + bdi = h t. Hence 
h'(A )y = [a(A)h(A) + b(A)dg(A )]y = a(A )h(A )y 
= a(A)gl(A)Xl + ""  + a(A)gi- l(A)xi-1 
= g'l(A)xt + . . .  + gi_,(A)xi-1, 
where gj = agj E GF(2)[x], 1 <~j<~i - 1. So, we may assume h <d i  in (3.18). We 
may also assume gj = 0 or deggj < rnj (1 <~j<~i - 1) in (3.18). (Otherwise, replace 
9j by the remainder of gj rood dj.) From (3.18), we have 
O=di (A)y= (~.h) (A)y  
= (~ 'g , ) (A )x ,+ ' "+(~'g i - l ) (A )x i - , .  (3.19) 
Since rank[Am'-lxl . . . . .  X l ; . . . ; / lm ' - ' - l x i _ l  . . . . .  Xi-l] = ml + ""  + mi-1, we must 
have djl(di/h)g j ,  i.e., (d:/di)hlg j ( l<~j<<,i -  1). (Otherwise, one can replace 
(di/h)gj by the remainder of (di/h)gj rood d~ ( l<~j<~i -  1) in (3.19), and find 
the columns of [Am'-lXl . . . . .  X l ; . . . ; / lm ' - ' - lX i _ l  . . . . .  Xi-1] are linearly dependent, 
which is a contradiction.) But then y E .~(h) ,  which is a contradiction. Therefore 
y E Y{'i(xl . . . . .  Xi--I  ). [] 
Lemma 3.2. Let A be an n × n matrix over any field ~ whose minimal polynomial is 
its characteristic polynomial f .  I f  g E ~[x]  such that olf, then rank g(A) = n -deg  g- 
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Proof. We may assume A is in its rational canonical form 
I i  1 ". A~_~ 
1 
0 ... 0 
Then 
.4 i ~_~ 
i+1 
"* .-. • 1 
: : " . .  
, . . .  , 
• . . .  * 0 . ' '  




O <~ i <~ n. 
Hence for any h E ~[x] with degh~<n, we have rankh(A)>>.n-degh. So, rankg(A)~> 
n-deg9, and rank(f/o)(A)>~ deg9. But since 9(A)(f/o)(A ) = 0, we have rankg(A)+ 
rank(f/o)(A)<~n. Therefore, ranko(A ) = n-deg9 and rank(f/9)(A)=deg9. [] 
Lemma 3.3. For any g E U with g <~di, we have 
[X< (g)l = 20-l)mi+deg g+deg (g, d,+, )+. . .+deg(o ,  ds).  (3.20) 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, it is easy to see that 
rank(9(A))=(m~ - dego)+. . .+(mi  - dego)+(mi+l - deg(9,di+l)) 
+ . . .+(ms - deg(9,ds)) 
=m- ideg9 - deg(o, di+l) . . . . .  deg(9,ds). 
(3.21) 
For any f j E GF(2)[x] (1 <~j<~i - 1) satisfying 
f j  = 0 or degf j  < mj, ~g l f j ,  1 <~j<~i- 1, (3.22) 
the equation 9(A)y = fl(A)Xl + . . .  + f i - l (A)xi-1 has a solution y = (f l /o)(A)xl + 
• " +(f i - l /9)(A)xi -1,  hence has 2 "-rank°~A) solutions. For each l<~j<~i- 1, there are 
2 mi-deg° such f j  E GF(2)[x] that satisfy condition (3.22). And i f f j  (1 <~j<~i- 1) and 
f~ (1 <.j<~i- 1) are two different sets of polynomials atisfying (3.22), the solution 
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sets of the equations g(A)y = f l(A)xl + . . .  + f i - l (A )x i - i  and g(A)y = f~(A)Xl  + 
• .. + f [_ l (A)x i_ l  are disjoint. Hence 
[ -~ (g)l -- (2mi-dega) i-1 " 2"-~kg(A) 
= 2(i-1)mi+degg+deg(g,d,+l)+'"+deg(g.d~). [] 
By Lemma 3.1, (3.16), and (3.20), we see that 
I~'i(X1 . . . . .  Xi_l)l=~'~(d-~il2(i-l'mi+degg+deg(g'di+l)+"'+dcg(g'ds'. (3 .23 ,  
g<~di \ / 
]~i(Xl . . . . .  Xi--1) [ is independent of xl ..... xi - l ,  which was claimed earlier. Now by 
(3.10), (3.9), and (3.23), we immediately have the following result. 
Theorem 3.4. l f  A E M=×m has invariant factors dl . . . . .  ds, (ds ld , - l l " "  Idl), then 
]CentGL(m,2)(A)[ = ~ 20 1)degd,+degg+deg(g,d,+,)+ deg(g,d,) (3.24) 
i=1 
Lemma 3.5. Let A E Mm×m,B E M,×n such that their characteristic polynomials are 
relatively prime. Then 
0] } 
= 0 D : C E CentMm×~(A),D E CentM,×o(B) , (3.25) 
CentGL(m+n,2,([~ 0] )  
= 0 D : C E Centaum,2)(A),D E Centaun,2)(B) . (3.26) 
Proof. To prove (3.25), we only have to prove that the left-hand side of (3.25) is 
contained in the right-hand side. Assume 
[CE]  ECentM,.+.,×,.+o,([ 0 O] ) .  
One immediately has C E Centt~.×.(A), D E CentM.×.(B), and 
AE = EB, 
BF = FA. 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
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Let f and 9 be the characteristic polynomials of A and B respectively. Then there are 
a,b C GF(2)[x] such that af  + b9 = 1. From (3.27), we have 9(A)E = Eg(B) = O. 
Hence 
E = (a (A) f (A)+ b(A)9(A))E = b(A)9(A)E = O. 
Similarly, F = 0. 
Eq. (3.26) follows immediately from (3.25). [] 
toO) O) re(k) mI, k msl . . p i , Theorem 3.6. Let A E Mmxm with elementary divisors Pl ' . . . . .  Pl , . . . ,  k . . . .  Pk 
where Pl . . . . .  Pk are distinct irreducible polynomials in GF(2)[x] with degpi = 
~i (i ~i<~k), and m~i)>~ .>_(o. .  1 <~i<~k). • "-_.-ms~ : l  ( Then 
ICentoL(m,2 )(A )l 
k si 
HI I  2~'/m'/' [2 a'(m'/~'+'''+m''/) - z"~ [--l+rnin(ml/)' ml/)--l)+'" +min(mU' ml/'--')]] = , . , .  . . . .  . , j. (3.29) 
1. 
i :1  . /=1  
Proof. We may assume 
A = ".  , (3.30) 
Ak 
where 
A i = ] M(p~ ~f' ) • .. , l<~i<.k .  
mt,] 
M(p i " )  
By Lemma 3.5, 
k 
ICentaL(,,.2)(A )l = I~  ICentaL( m"'.2)(Ai )l' 
i=1  
_ ( i )  where m (i) = m~i) + . . .  + ms,. By Theorem 3.4 and (3.17), 
ICentaL(m,,,. 2)(Ai )1 
St 
r,cj-l)"',"~,+"',"~,+m"+',~,+' m?~, 
. /= 1 




. . . .  2 2 :~i(m/+'+'''+mli)) ,~i[- +m n(mI'~, :T.' , mOl-- l)+'"+min(m~, '), r ,~'~- I)]] . (3.33) 
j=l 
(3.29) follows from (3.32) and (3.33). [] 
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All the results in this section hold for matrices over any field ~ except those 
counting formulae. When ~ = GF(q) is finite, the counting formulae hold with 2's 
replaced by q's. 
4. Compound matrices 
Let O<<.r<~m. For any A E GL(m,2), the action of A on R(r,m)/R(r- 1,m) is 
clearly a linear isomorphism of R(r,m)/R(r- l,m). Let c~ be the set of all r-subsets 
of {1 .. . . .  m}. Then {I-L~sXi+R(r - l,m) : S E c£~} is a basis ofR(r,m)/R(r- l,m). 
We want to determine the matrix of the linear isomorphism A of R(r,m)/R(r- 1,m) 
with respect o the basis {]'-LesXi + R(r - 1,m) : S E ~m}. Let A - (ai j) ,  S = 
{il . . . . .  it} E c~m. Then 
A Xi+R(r-l ,m) = Xjaji +R(r-l ,m) 
\ iES  • "= 
~" Z (I-[XJ) ( Z aj'i''"aJ'i') , (4.1) 
E% \ j f r  J \ ]1,... J" 
where jl . . . . .  jr in the last ~ of (4.1) run through all the permutations of T. Since the 
field is GF(2), 
~_~ aj,i, "'ajr~, -= detA(LS), (4.2) 
j l  ,..-, j,. 
where A(T,S) is the submatrix of A consisting of the rows with indices in T 
and the columns with indices in S. Hence the matrix of A with respect o the basis 
{1-LEsXi +R(r- 1,m) : S E c£~} ofR(r,m)/R(r- 1,m) is 
Cr(A) = (detA(T,S))r, se~7,. (4.3) 
C~(A) is the rth compound matrix of A. The following are some basic properties of 
compound matrices (see [18, Ch. V]): 
Cr(Im) = 1(7 ), (Ik is the identity matrix of size k.) 
Cr(AB) = Cr(A)Cr(B) for A,B E Minx,,, 
Cr(A) -t  = Cr(A -l) for A E GL(m,2), 
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For any TC{1 . . . . .  m}, let T c -- {1 .. . . .  m} \ T. For any A E M,,xm, the rth supple- 
mentary compound of A is defined as 
Cr (A ) = (( - 1 )r~,e ri+ EleSJ de t A( T c, S c ) )r, se%]_ r, (4.8) 
i.e., Cr(A) i s  an (,Z-r) x (mm_~) matrix whose rows and columns are labeled by the 
elements of cg~_, and whose (T,S)-entry (T,S E ogre_r) is the algebraic ofactor of 
the submatrix A(T,S)  of A. Since our field is GF(2), (--1)E'eri+EJe sj can  be omitted 
in (4.8). C ~ also satisfies (4.4)-(4.7) [18, Ch. V]. By the Laplace expansion, we have 
Cr(A )crn-r(A T ) = (det A )1(7 ). (4.9) 
Hence 
cm-r (A)  = Cr((AT) -1)  for A E GL(m,2). (4.10) 
Let f = ~--]se~e7 as(1-Ii~sXi)+ R( r -  1,m) E R(r ,m) /R( r -  1,m), whose coordinates 
with respect o the basis {I I issXi  + R(r - 1,m) : S E cgr~ } of R(r,m)/R(r - 1,m) 
are (as)se~e~, (regarded as a column vector), and let fc  = y-]ss~ras(i- i isscXi)+ 
R(m-  r -  1,m) E R(m-  r ,m) /R(m-  r -  1,m), whose coordinates with respect o 
the basis {l--Ii~scXi +R(m-  r -  1,m) : S E cgm} of R(m-  r ,m) /R(m-r -  1,m) are 
(as)se~m. Then for any A E GL(m,2), the coordinates of A( f )  E R( r ,m) /R( r -  1,m) 
with respect o the basis {1-IiESXi +R( r -  1,m) :S E c-tfT} are Cr(A).(as)se~er, and the 
coordinates of A( f  c) with respect to the basis {1-Iies cXi +R(m-r -1 ,  m) : S E cg~,} are 
C"-~ (A ) . ( as )sE~r~ = Cr( ( A T ) -  l ). ( as )s~j, .  Thus we have the following commutative 
diagram: 
A 
R(r ,m) /R( r -  1,m) ' R ( r ,m) /R( r -  1,m) 
(AT) - l  
R(m - r,m)/R(m - r - 1,m) , R(m - r,m)/R(m - r - 1,m) 
So, f ,  9 E R(r,m)/R(r - 1,m) are in the same GL(m,2)-orbit iff fC, gC E R(m - r,m)/ 
R(m - r - 1,m) are in the same GL(m,2)-orbit. To classify R(r,m)/R(r - 1,m) under 
the action of GL(m, 2), it is sufficient o classify R(m - r, m)/R(m - r - 1, m) under the 
action of GL(m, 2). 
5. The number of GL(m, 2)-orbits of R(r, m)IR(r -- I, m) 
For O<<.r<~m, let n(r,m) be the number of GL(m,2)-orbits in R(r,m)/R(r - 1,m). 
By the Burnside Lemma [3, Theorem 1.2.5], 
n(r,m) -- 
1 
[GL(m, 2)1 ~ F(.,m)(A), 
AEGL(m,2) 
(5.1) 
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where 
FCr, m)(A) = I{f ~ R(r, m)/R(r - 1,m) : A(f)  = f}l. (5.2) 
In (5.2), A is a linear transformation f R(r,m)/R(r- l,m) with matrix Cr(A). Hence 
F~r, m)(A) = 2 (7)-r~"k(cr(A)-l(7)). (5.3) 
Let A l . . . . .  At be a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of GL(m, 2), and let 
[Al] . . . . .  [At] be their conjugacy classes. Since F~r,m)(A) depends only on the conjugacy 
class of A, (5.1) can be written as 
t 
1 
n(r,m)-  [GL(m,2)[ Z I[Ai]lF(r'm)(Ai) 
i=1 
t 
= Z [[A/]12) I f(,,,,)(Ai) 
i=1 IGL(m, 
t 
= Z F(.,,.)(Ai) 
i=* ]CentGL(m,2)(Ai)] 
_~ 2(m)-rank(C~(AD-l(m)) 
= i=1 ICentcLIm,2)(Ai)[ (5.4) 
We used (5.4) to compute n(r,m) for 0~<r~<m~<ll. Since 
2, if r =0,1,  
n(r,m) = m>>.r, (cf. Section 2), (5.5) 
and 
n(r,m) = n(m - r,m) for O~r<~m (cf. Section 4), (5.6) 
we only needed to compute n(r,m) for 6~<m~< l l and 3 ~<r ~ [m/2J. We first listed 
all the irreducible polynomials of GF(2)[x] with degrees 411 excluding x. Using 
these polynomials, we composed all possible elementary divisor lists of the matrices 
in GL(m,2) for each 6~<m~ll .  (Note that x k cannot be an elementary divisor of 
a matrix in GL(m,2).) These elementary divisor lists gave a set of representatives 
AI . . . .  ,At  of the conjugacy classes of GL(m,2) immediately. [CentcL(,,,2)(Ai)l in (5.4) 
were calculated by (3.29). These steps were done on a computer. The results are given 
in Table 1. 
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Table I 


















121, 5976, 7313, 2830 
369, 1561 
44, 9051, 3974, 4182, 2692, 2710, 2184, 2101, 5600 
197, 4948, 9318, 1104, 8597, 0697, 9715, 8320, 8968, 1273, 1650, 1515 
60, 8897, 5985, 3600 
2847, 5917, 9316, 1852, 7751, 5664, 8952, 4393, 5134, 9039, 8102, 
2969, 9431, 3548, 4135, 8028 
1550, 3764, 4064, 2807, 5099, 7513, 4571, 4321, 4429, 7184, 5134, 
7128, 1509, 2309, 4030, 8471, 9632, 9238, 8670, 0698, 8444, 7023, 
5742, 1966, 2559, 2840 
6. Classification of R(3, 6)/R(2, 6) 
Since n(3, 6) = 6, to classify R(3, 6)/R(2, 6), we only need to find six elements in 
R(3, 6)/R(2, 6) which are pairwise GL(6, 2)-nonequivalent. 
Theorem 6.1. Let 
f l  = O, 
f2  = XIX2X3, 
f3 = XIX2X3 + XzX4Xs, 
f4 = X1X2X3 + X4XsX6, 
f5 =XIXzX3 + X2X4X5 + X3Y4X6, 







be in R(3,6). Then f i + R(2,6) (1 ~<i~<6) are representatives of the GL(6,2 )-orbits 
in R(3, 6)/R(2, 6). 
Remark.f2,f3,f4,f5 are from [13]. f6 + R(2,6) is the coset of R(2,6) constructed 
in [14] after a permutation of X1 ..... )(6. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Below, we will see fi +R(2, 6) (1 ~<i~< 6) have different weight 
distributions. Hence they are pairwise GL(6, 2)-nonequivalent. [] 
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For any C C ~rn and w >~0, we let 
a~(C) = I{c G C :  Icl = w}l. (6.7) 
We computed the weight distributions of the cosets f i+R(2,  6) (1 ~<i ~<6) by computer. 
aw(fi + R(2,6)) is abbreviated as aw(fi). 
ao(f l) = a64(f l) = 1, 
a24(f l)  = a4o(fl ) ---- 291 648, 
a32(f l)  : 1 828 134. 
a8(f2) =a56(f2)----8, 
a2o(f2) ---- aa4(f2) = 14 336, 
a28(f2 ) ---- a36(f2) = 989 184, 
a12(f3) = a52(f3) = 32, 
a20(f3) = aa4(f3) --= 17 312, 
a28(f3) = a36(f3) = 1 010752, 
at4(f4) = a50(f4) = 64, 
a22(f4) = a42(f4) = 73 472, 
a30(f4) = a34(f4) ---- 1 473 920, 
al6(f5 ) = aas(fs)  = 448, 
a24(fs) = a40(fs) = 227 584, 
a32(fs) = 1 665 664, 
a ls( f6)  = aa6(f6) = 3584, 
a26(f6) = a38(f6) = 548 352, 
a16(fl ) ---- a48(fl ) = 2604, 
a28(ft ) = a36(fl ) = 888 832, (6.8) 
al6(f2) = a48(f2) = 784, 
a24(f2) = a4o(f2) ----- 241 528, (6.9) 
a32(f2) = 1 702624, 
al6(f3 ) = a48(f3) = 384, 
a24( f3  ) = a4o( f3  ) = 230 912, (6.10) 
a32(f3) = 1 675 520, 
a18(f4) = a46( f4 )  = 3136, 
a26(f4) = a38(f4) = 546560, (6.11) 
a20(fs) = a44(f5) = 17 920, 
a28(fs) = a36(fs) = 1 018368, 
a22(f6) = a42(f6) = 72 192, 
a30(f6) ---- a34(f6) ----- 1 473 024, 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
Remark. Schatz [14] proved that the covering radius of R(2,6) is 18 by constructing 
the coset f r+R(2 ,  6) with minimal weight 18. From the classification of  R(3, 6)/R(2, 6) 
and (6.8)-(6.13), we see that up to GL(6, 2)-equivalence, f6 +R(2, 6) is the only coset 
of R(2,6) in R(3,6) with minimal weight 18. 
Next, we determine the sizes of the GL(6, 2)-orbits in R(3, 6)/R(2, 6). Let xi (1 <~ i <~ 6) 
be the size of  the GL(6,2)-orbit of R(3,6)/R(2,6) that contains f i+R(2,6) .  From Table 
I of [16], we know the weight distribution of  R(3,6): 
a0(R(3, 6)) -- 1, as(R(3,6)) -- 23 -32 • 5 .31,  
a12(R(3,6)) = 27 • 32 • 72 • 31, al4(R(3, 6)) = 214 • 32 • 5 • 31, 
(6.14) 
al6(R(3,6)) = 22 • 3 • 53 • 7 .23  • 312, a18(R(3,6)) = 2 ~4 • 3 • 72 • 23 • 31, 
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Clearly, we have 
1¢1 ---- 1, 
x las( f l  ) + K2as(f2) = a8(R(3, 6)), 
x la l2 ( f l )  + x2a12(f2) + x3alz(f3) = alz(R(3, 6)), 
xlal4(fl ) + x2a14(f2) + x3a14(f3) + x4a14(f4) = a14(R(3, 6)), 
t¢l a l6(f l  ) + tcza16(f2 ) + tc3a16(f3 ) + l¢4a16(f4) + tcsa16(f5 ) = al6(R(3, 6)), 
X la ls( f l )  + x2a18(f2) + K3als(f3) q- tc4a18(f4) -+- xsa18(fs) +/¢6als(f6) 
= als(R(3, 6)). 
We solve (6.15) to get 
tq = 1, x2 = 1395 = 32 • 5 • 31, 
re3 =54684=22.32 .72-31 ,  x4=357120=28.32 .5 .31 ,  
~c5 =468720=24.33 .5 .7 .31 ,  t¢6= 166656=28.3 .7 .31 ,  
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
7. Some properties of the GL(m, 2)-action on R(r, m)/R(r - 1, m) 
The inclusion map GF(2 )[X1 ..... Xm] ~-* GF(2 )[X1 ..... Xm+l ] induces an imbedding 
~m ~ 2,,+1. Hence ~r, can be identified as a subalgebra of ~m+l. In this way, 
R(s,m) is identified as a subspace of R(s,m + 1) for -1  <<.s<~m. 
Lemma 7.1. Let f(Xj ..... Xm), 9(XI ..... Xm) E R(r,m)CR(r,m + 1), (O<~r<~m). I f  
f +R( r -  1,m+ 1) and 9+R(r -  1,m+ 1) are GL(m+ 1,2)-equivalent in R(r,m+ 1)/ 
R(r -  1,m + 1), then f + R( r -  1,m) and 9 + R( r -  1,m) are GL(m,2)-equivalent i  
R(r,m)/R(r-  1,m). 
Proof. Let X = (X1 . . . . .  X,,). There exists an 
A= [fl I , ~1 EGL(m+I '2) '  
where A1, ~, fl, 7 are of sizes m × m, m × 1, 1 × m, 1 × 1 respectively, such that 
(7.1) 
f((X, Xm+I)A) - 9(X) (mod R(r - 1,m + 1)). (7.2) 
On the other hand, 
f((X, Xm+I)A) = f (XAl  + Xm+lfl, Xo~ + Xm+ly) 
= f(XAI +Xm+lfl ) 
=-f(XAl)+Xm+l"h (modR(r - l ,m+l ) ) ,  (7.3) 
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for some h E R(r - I,m). By comparing (7.2) and (7.3), we see that 





E GL(m + 1,2), (7.5) 
and let it act on both sides of (7.2). We then have 
f((X, Xm+I)BA)--9((X, m+I)B) (mod R(r -  1,m + 1)) 
-~-g(X,X -I- Xm+l ) 
m 
= g(x ) .  (7.6) 
So we may replace A in (7.2) by 
[ Ib l ] BA = Al + fl * (7.7) 
b 
and At in (7.4) by Al + (bt . . . . .  bm)Tfl. Since 
we may choose bl . . . . .  bm suitably to make A1 +(bt . . . . .  b,,)Tfl E GL(m,2). So we may 
assume Al E GL(m,2) in (7.4). (7.4) says Al ( f+R( r -  l ,m)) = 9+R(r -  1,m). [] 
Suppose we already know a set of representatives of the GL(m,2)-orbits in R(r,m)/ 
R(r - 1,m). Then by Lemma 7.1, they form a part of a set of representatives of the 
GL(m + 1,2)-orbits in R(r,m + 1)/R(r- 1,m + 1). 
Next, we introduce a GL(m,2)-invariant of R(r,m)/R(r- 1,m) that will be useful 
for finding pairwise GL(m, 2)-nonequivalent elements in R(r,m)/R(r- 1, m). For any 
f E R(r,m) (O<~r<<,m), and a E GF(2) m, define 
Aaf = f((Xl, . . .  ,Xm) + a) + f(Xl ..... Xm) E R(r - 1,m). (7.8) 
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Lemma 7.2. Let 1 <~r<~m, and let f ,9  E R(r,m) such that 
f((X1 . . . . .  Xm)P) - O(Xl . . . . .  Xm) (mod R(r - 1,m)), 
for  some P E GL(m,2). Then for  any a E GF(2) m, 




h(X~ . . . . .  Xm) = f ( (X l  . . . . .  Xm)P) + 9(X~ . . . . .  Xm). (7.11) 
By (7.9), h E R(r - 1,m). Hence 
R(r - 2,m) 9 (Aah)(XI , . . . ,Xm) 
= f( ( (X1 . . . . .  Xm) + a)P) + o((XI . . . . .  Xm) + a) 
+f((Xl . . . . .  X , , )P)  + g(Xl . . . . .  Xm ) 
= (Aaef ) ( (X l  . . . . .  Xm)P) + (Aag)(Xl . . . . .  Xm). [] 
For any f E R(r ,m) and any GL(m,2)-orbit C in R(r - 1,m)/R(r - 2,m), define 
Oc( f )  = {a E GF(2) m" AaU + R(r - 2,m) E C}, (7.12) 
Oc( f )  = IOc(f)[. (7.13) 
Then from Lemma 7.2, we immediately have 
Lemma 7.3. Let f ,# E R(r,m) be as in Lemma 7.2. Then a ~-* aP is a bijection f rom 
Oc(#)  to Oc( f )  fo r  all GL(m,2)-orbits C in R( r -  1 ,m) /R( r -  2,m). In particular, 
0c(9) = Oc( f ) ,  fo r  all GL(m,2)-orbits C in R(r - 1,m)/R(r - 2,m). (7.14) 
8. Classification of R(3, 7)/R(2, 7) 
Since n(3,7) = 12, to classify R(3,7)/R(2,7),  we only need to find 12 elements in 
R(3,7)/R(2,7)  which are pairwise GL(7,2)-nonequivalent. 
Theorem 8.1. Let f l . . . . .  f6  be as in Theorem 6.1. Also let 
f7 = 0(1)(2 -[-X3X4 '[- XsX6)X7, 
f8  = XIXzX3 + X4XsX6 + X1X4X7, 
f9 = xjx2x3 + x2x4x5 + x3x4x6 + x1X4Xv, 
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f i t  = XIX2X3 q- XIX4X5 -}- X2X4X6 q- g3Xsg6 q- X4XsX6 -{- X1X6X7' (8.5) 
f12 = X1X2X3WX1X4Xs+X2X4X6WX3XsX6WX4XsX6+XIX6XTWX2X4XT, (8.6) 
be in R(3,7). Then f j +R(2,7) (1 ~<j~< 12) are representatives of the GL( 7, 2 )-orbits 
in R(3, 7)/R(2, 7). 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we know that the GL(7,2)-orbits in R(2,7)/R(1,7) 
are 
Ci = {F E R(2,7)/R(1,7):rank(~o(F)) = 2i}, 0~<i~<3, 
where ~0 is defined in (2.8). For any f E R(3,7), let 
O(f) = (Oco(f) ..... Oct(f)), 
where Oct(f) is defined in (7.13). In this context, 




a computer, we found 
O(f~) = (128,0,0,0), 
O(f3) = (4, 60, 64, 0), 
0(fs) = (2, 14, 112,0), 
0(f7) = (1,63,0,64), 
0(f9) = (1,7,56,64), 
0(f11) = (1, 1,30,96), 
O(f2) = (16, 112,0,0), 
0(f4) = (2,28,98,0), 
0(f6) = (2,0, 126,0), 
0(f8) = (1,13,82,32), 
0(flo) = (1,3,76,48), 
0(f12) = (1,0,63,64). 
0~<i~<3. (8.9) 
(8.1o) 
Since O( f j) (l~<j ~< 12) are all different, by Lemma 7.3, f j  + R(2, 7) (1 ~<j <~ 12) are 
pairwise GL(7, 2)-nonequivalent. []
Remark. It follows from the proof of Theorem 8.1 that for any f ,9  E R(3,7), f + 
R(2, 7) and 9 + R(2, 7) are GL(7, 2)-equivalent in R(3, 7)/R(2, 7) iff O(f) = 0(9). 
We have not determined the weight distributions of f j  + R(2, 7) (1 ~<j ~< 12) because 
of the large amount of computation expected. However, we can determine the minimal 
weights of f j  +R(2,7) (1 ~<j~< 12). 
Lemma 8.2. Fix O<<.r~m. Label the coordinates of GF(2)C') by {(il . . . . .  it) : 1 ~<il < 
• .. < ir<~m} in the lexicographical order. Let f E ~m, ~t = (~iL,...,i,)l<,i~<'"<ir<~m C 
GF(2)C'), and 
f~ = f +Xm+l Z ~i,,....i~Xi~ "" "X,~ E ~,,,+1. 
l~il<."<i,~m 
(8.11) 
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For any w >i O, also let 
~w( f )  = {a = (ai,,..., ir)l<i,<...<ir <m E GF(2)(7) • 
I f+  Z ai,....,irXi, ...Xir + ll = w for some l E R( r -  l ,m)}. (8.12) 
1 <~il <'" <ir <.m 
Then the weights of f , + R(r, m + 1 ) are 
{W 1 4- W 2:0¢ = a(l)4- a (2) for some a (1) E ~w,( f )  and a (2) E ~w2(f)}. (8.13) 
Proof .  First note that elements in f ,  + R(r, m + 1 ) are of the form 
h =Xm+l( f (X l  . . . . .  g in)  "~ g l (X l  . . . . .  Sin) )  
+(Xm+l + 1)(f(Xl . . . . .  Xm) 4- 92(X1 ..... Xm)), (8.14) 
where gl,92 E R(r,m), and 
91 4-92 = Z ~i','-,irX/' "" "~r (rood R(r -  1,m)). (8.15) 
1~<il <'"<ir <~m 
For the h in (8.14), we have 
Ih] = ]f 4- gll 4- I f  + Oz[. (8.16) 
Let a(l),a (2) consist of the coefficients of the rth degree parts of 91 and 92 respectively, 
and let I f+g l l  = w~,lf+g2l = wz. Then by (8.16) and (8.15), Ihl is in the set (8.13). 
It is also clear that any integer in set (8.13) is a weight of f ,  + R(r,m + 1). [] 
Theorem 8.3. Let f i (1~< i ~< 12) be as in Theorem 6.1, and let ]2 i be the minimal 
weioht of f i + R(2, 7). Then 
Pl = 0,  /t2 = 16, P3 = 24,  ~4 = 28 ,  P5 = 32 ,  ,/26 ----- 36, 
p7=28,  /~8=32, p9=36,  P10=36, P11=40, P12=36. (8.17) 
Proof .  Since f i  E R(2,6) for 1 ~<i~<6, by applying Lemma 8.2 with r = 2, m = 6, 
f = f i ,  and ~ = 0, one sees that 
the minimal weight of f i  + R(2, 7) 
= 2. (the minimal weight of f i  + R(2, 6)), 1 ~<i~< 6. 
The minimal weights of f i  +R(2,6) (1 ~<i~<6) are given in (6.8)-(6.13). Hence we 
have /~l,... ,P6. 
For any f E f7 4- R(2, 7), it is of the form f = PX7 4- QtX7 + Q2, where P = 
X1X2 4-XsX4-{--X5X6, Q1 E R(1,6), 02 E R(2,6). We have If[ = IP+ Q1 + Q2[+ 
[Q2[~> IP + QI[~> 28, since by [13], P + R(1,6) has a minimal weight 28. On the other 
hand, one can easily calculate that If7[ = 28. Hence the minimal weight of fT+R(2, 7) 
is 28. 
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In the notation of Lemma 8.2 with r = 2, m = 6, we have f8 = (f4)a, where 
O~ ~- (O~i~,i2)l<~i L < 2~<6 E GF(2)(~), 
1 if (i1,i2) =(1,4) ,  
~""~" = 0 otherwise. 
The smallest wo weights of f4+R(2, 6) are 14 and 18. Using a computer, we found all 
the elements in ~14(f4)  and ~18(f4) and checked that ~ is not a sum of two elements 
in ~4( f4 ) ,  but is a sum of an element in ~14(f4) and an element in @ls(f4). Hence 
by Lemma 8.2, (f4)~ + R(2,7) = f8 + R(2,7) has minimal weight = 14 + 18 = 32. 
The minimal weights of f i  + R(2,7), i = 9, 11, 12 are determined in the same way. 
To determine the minimal weight of f l0 + R(2,7), we first note that f l0 + R(2,7) 
is GL(7,2)-equivalent to H + R(2,7), where 
H = XIX2X3 + X1X4X5 ~- X2X4X6 -{- X3XsX6 -{" X4XsX6 -'~ (XIX6 -or- X2X5 )XT. 
(We simply computed to find O(H) = O(flo).) In the notation of Lemma 8.2 with 
r = 2, m = 6, we have H = (.f6)/~, where fl = ([~il,i2)l<~il <i2~<6 E GF(2)(~), 
1 if (it,i2) =(1 ,6 )  or (2,5), 
f l '"i2= 0 otherwise. 
f6 + R(2,6) has minimal weight 18. Using a computer, we found fl is a sum of two 
elements in ~ts( f6) .  Hence by Lemma 8.2, the minimal weight of H + R(2,7) = 
18+18=36.  [] 
The covering radius of R(2,7) is known to be between 40 and 44 [7,9]. Theorem 
8.3 determined that the covering radius of R(2,7) in R(3,7) is 40. The covering radii 
of R(r,m) are known for (i) r = 1, m even; (ii) r = 1, m odd and ~<7; (iii) r>~m-3; 
(iv) (r,m) = (2,6). In all these cases the covering radius of R(r,m) is attained by 
a coset of R(r,m) in R(r + 1,m) [2,8,11-14]. Based on these, one may venture to 
conjecture that the covering radius of R(2,7) is 40. 
9. Conclusion 
A formula for computing the number of GL-orbits of R(r,m)/R(r - 1,m) is given. 
With computer assistance, such numbers are determined for 6 ~<m ~< 11. R(3, 6)/R(2, 6) 
and R(3, 7)/R(2, 7) are classified under the GL action. Weight distributions of all cosets 
of R(2,6) in R(3,6) are computed, and the minimum weights of all cosets of R(2,7) 
in R(3, 7) are determined. 
Appendix. Classification of R(3, 8)/R(2, 8) 
Recently, we also classified. R(3,8)/R(2,8) The representatives of the GL-orbits 
of R(3,8)/R(2,8) are f i  = Fj + R(2,8) (1 <~j<~32) where Fj E R(3,8) are given in 
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Table 2. In Table 2, 123 + 456 stands for Xl 3(2)(3 + X4)(5 X6, etc. The GL-invariant 
of R(3,8)/R(2,8) that was used to find f j  (1 ~<j~<32) and to show their pairwise 
• -~(3,8) r ~ ~3 8).. 
inequivalence is t~2,  ,,. 02, 2 ()is defined below and the values of~328)(fj) (1 ~<j~<32) 
Table 2 
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are given in Table 3. We also computed the weight  distr ibutions o f  f /  (1 ~<j~<32), 
but the results are too lengthy to be included here. 
For any y = ~se,~] as(I-L~sXi) E R(4,8)/R(3,8), define a 28 × 28 matr ix B(y) over 
GF(2)  as fol lows. The rows and co lumns of  B(g) are labeled by the e lements in c68. 
For U, V C ~8,  the (U, V)-entry of  B(g) is auuv. (Def ine auuv = 0 if  ]U U V] < 4.) 
Then for each f E R(3, 8)/R(2, 8), 
(3 8) 
2.2 ( f )  = (0o . . . . .  028) 
where 
0i = I{a ~ GF(2)  8 :rankB(Aa(fc)) = i}l, 1 ~<i~<28. 
Table 3 
Values of O~;~f)~(Jj), 1~<j~<32 
J 
1 25600000 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000006 
2 8 00000248000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000 
3 2 00000 30 0002240 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000 
4 1 00000 14 000 49 01920 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 06000000 
5 1 00000 7 000  56 01920 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 60000000 
6 1 06600 0 000 03 01920 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000 
7 2 00000 0 6001260 0 01280 0 0 0 0 0 00000000 
8 I 00000 2 000  25 01000 0 01280 0 0 0 06006006 
9 I 00000 I 000  14 011201280 0 0 0 0 0 00600006 
10 1 06000 0 000 9 01180 0 0 0 01280 0 00000000 
11 1 00000 0 000  3 01240 0 01280 0 0 0 00000000 
12 1 00000 0 000 0 01270 0 0 0 0 0 012800000000 
13 I 00006 l 000 7 0 30 0 7 02100 0 0 0 00000000 
14 1 60060 0 000  3 6 18 0 0 0126 '01080 0 00000006 
15 1 00000 0 000  2 0 12 0 7 0 90 01440 0 00000000 
16 1 00000 1 000 6 0 24 0 32 01920 0 0 0 00600000 
17 i 00000 0 060 1 0 6 0 2 0 66 01800 0 06000600 
18 1 00000 0 000 0 0 6 0 11 0 38 01360 64 06000000 
19 1 00000 0 000  0 0 3 0 2 0 38 01480 64 00000000 
20 1 06000 0 000  0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0102014400000000 
21 1 00000 0 000 0 0 0 0 3 0 12 0128011200000000 
22 1 00000 0 000  0 0 0 0 0 0 21 01540 80 00000000 
23 1 06000 6 000  0 0 3 0 2 0 30 01240 96 00000000 
24 . 1 00000 0 000  3 0 12 0 48 0 64 01280 0 60000000 
25 1 00600 0 600  0 0 15 0 0 0 80 01600 0 00600000 
26 1 00000 0 000  0 0 0 0 3 0 0 02520 0 00000000 
271 I 00000 0 000  0 0 0 0 3 0 6 0 28 022400000000 
28 1 00000 0 000  1 0 6 0 8 0 48 61926 0 00600000 
29 1 00000 0 000  6 0 9 0 0 01440 96 0 0 OOOO0000 
30 
31 
32 1 00000 0 000  0 0 3 0 12 0 16 0 96 012800000000 
1 00000 0 000  0 0 3 0 0 0 40 01480 64 00000000 
1 00000 0 000  0 0 9 0 0 0 66 01480 32 0 '0000000 
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